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 AUTONOMY AND AUTHORITY IN

 KANT'S RECHTSLEHRE

 KEVIN E. DODSON

 Lamar University

 IN THE SHORT ESSAY on theory and practice, Kant declares that the

 social contract differs from all other types of contracts in that agreement to

 it is obligatory and may be exacted through the use of force. In all contracts,

 we find a union of different individuals, but only in the social contract do we

 find "a union as an end in itself which they all ought to share and which is

 thus an absolute and primary duty in all external relationships whatsoever

 among human beings (who cannot avoid influencing one another)," and this

 union "is only found in a society in so far as it constitutes a civil state, i.e. a

 commonwealth."' One has a duty to enter into civil society, and should one

 refuse, one may be forced to do so.

 In this essay, I will examine Kant's justification of the moral necessity of

 civil society. It is my contention that the idea of the social contract is central
 to this project in that it joins together both moral autonomy and political

 authority in a conceptual unity that establishes the legitimacy of civil society.

 In the first two sections, I lay out the philosophical context of Kant's position.

 First, I present the fundamental problem Kant is wrestling with in his political

 theory-the conflict between autonomy and authority. Second, I delineate

 the scope of Kant's proposed solution and situate it within the context of the

 critical philosophy. This will lead into a discussion in section III of Kant's

 conceptual unification of freedom and coercion in the notions of justice and

 rights. I devote section IV to an exposition of Kant's deduction of the right

 to property. I complete my exposition of Kant's argument in section V by

 displaying the essential connection between the establishment of civil society

 and the institution of property. Kant locates the ground of our obligation to

 A UTHOR'S NOTE: I wish to thank Robert Paul Wol,f Susan Meld Shell, Robert J. Ackermann,
 and Bruce Aune for their helpful comments on this essay.
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 94 POLITICAL THEORY / February 1997

 enter into a civil union in the necessity of property for action and civil society

 as the necessary condition of the institution of property. I conclude my essay

 with some remarks on both the conditional character of our obligation to enter

 into civil society and the collective dimension of moral autonomy.

 L THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM OF

 POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

 The civil union envisioned in the social contract involves the subjection

 of all members of the commonwealth to "coercive public laws by which each

 can be given what is due to him and secured against attack from any others."2

 This subjection of persons to law generates what Kant calls "the general

 problem of civil union": how "to combine freedom with a compulsion that

 is yet consistent with universal freedom and its preservation."3 Kant comes

 face to face here with Rousseau's "fundamental problem" of political phi-
 losophy: "How to find an association which will defend the person and goods

 of each member with the collective force of all, while uniting himself with

 the others, obeys no one but himself, and remains as free as before."4 In short,

 Kant must reconcile the moral autonomy of the individual with the political

 authority of the state.

 The problem is as follows. Political authority is the right to promulgate

 laws and enforce those laws through a publicly recognized monopoly on the

 use of coercion. Laws, then, are in essence binding commands issued by the
 sovereign, who exercises political authority, to the subjects of the state, who
 for their part are obligated to obey.5 But the fundamental attribute of moral

 agency is autonomy-that is, self-legislation or the capacity of a will to give

 laws to itself. The moral agent, then, is bound only by those laws that he or
 she has legislated for him- or herself. Subjection to the dictates of some source

 other than one's own reason, for example, the will of another, is heteronomy,
 the contrary of autonomy. The existence of political authority places one in

 a condition of heteronomy vis-'a-vis whoever exercises political authority,
 because it subjects one to the commands of that person and not one's own

 reason. Hence political authority, and with it civil society, is always morally
 illegitimate.6

 Let us now formulate this problem in the terms of contractarian discourse.
 In a state of nature, there exists no public authority with the power to issue

 and enforce laws binding upon all citizens. Consequently, individuals are left
 to their own devices and are free to fend for themselves in whatever way they
 see fit, this freedom being bounded only by the superior physical force of
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 other individuals. Upon entering into civil society, each individual relin-

 quishes this anarchic freedom and subjects him- or herself to a public

 authority that is authorized to legislate and enforce laws on behalf of all

 citizens within civil society. Now, such a transition from a state of nature to

 civil society may be desirable on purely prudential grounds, as Hobbes

 argues, but from Kant's perspective it is highly problematic. In abandoning
 the state of nature, each person seems also to be abandoning his or her moral

 autonomy and placing him- or herself in a condition of heteronomy.

 This conflict between autonomy and authority strikes at the very heart of

 Kant's political theory, for it threatens the integrity of the idea of a social

 contract. In terms of logical priority, the most fundamental claim of Kant's

 politics is that we have an obligation to enter into civil society, yet there can

 be no such obligation if one must relinquish one's own autonomy in order to

 fulfil it. Kant solves this problem by demonstrating that autonomy and

 authority are not diametrically opposed; on the contrary, they are not even

 distinct notions. He accomplishes this identification by means of the concept

 of a right, situated within the framework of the social contract.

 Kant begins with the basic insight derived from Rousseau that civil society

 produces a moral transformation in the nature of individuals. The person as

 a moral agent is qualitatively different in civil society than in a state of nature.

 In civil society, one can be just or unjust, whereas such notions simply do not

 apply in a state of nature: "Certainly, a state of nature need not be a condition

 of injustice . . .; it is, however, still a state of society in which justice is

 absent."7 By entering into civil society, the individual "has completely
 abandoned his wild lawless freedom in order to find his whole freedom again

 undiminished in a lawful dependency, that is, in a juridical state of society."8

 In the state of nature, one is free because one is capable of self-legislation

 (that is, one has the capacity for autonomy), but this freedom is lawless for

 as yet the capacity for self-legislation has not been fully actualized. The

 self-legislation of moral agents, insofar as we are concerned with their

 external relations with each other, is a collective enterprise that can only be

 carried out through the civil union established by the social contract.

 II. THE IDEA OF THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

 To understand the nature of Kant's solution, we must locate it in the critical

 philosophy, and this requires an appreciation of Kant's account of the

 conceptual status of the notion of the social contract, an account that differs

 considerably from those of Hobbes and Locke. Of necessity, I shall be forced
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 to summarize some familiar critical doctrines here. In short, Kant maintains

 that the social contract is an idea of practical reason.

 Insofar as we are concerned with practical reason, an idea is constitutive

 of an end for moral agents. It serves as a standard by which to judge existing

 constitutions with an eye to their improvement and as a guide to the legislator

 in the framing of laws, thereby establishing the proper relationship between

 theory and practice. Without this idea we lack any standard by which to

 evaluate the moral imperfections of existing societies, and in constructing

 this idea, we are required to abstract from all empirical and contingent

 conditions of human society, relying solely on pure practical reason itself. By

 doing so, we obtain universal validity for the idea.

 This employment is made possible by the nature of practical reason itself.

 Whereas the aim of theoretical reason is knowledge of the phenomenal world,

 the end of practical reason is action. Practical reason "deals with the ground

 determining the will, which is a faculty either of bringing forth objects

 corresponding to conceptions or of determining itself, i.e. its causality to

 effect such objects."9 Practical reason is concerned with the determination of
 the will, for which it needs ideas, and the objective reality of ideas is derived

 from the capacity of the will to be a cause of objects. Thus, "we give objective

 reality" to an idea, "at least in a practical context, because we regard it as the

 object of our will as pure rational beings."10

 Now, there is an ideal that corresponds to every idea. The idea provides
 the rule for the construction of the ideal, which is the idea "not merely in
 concreto, but in individuo, that is, as an individual thing, determinable or

 determined by the idea alone" and serving as an end or object of the will.1"
 Thus, from the idea of the social contract, we can construct the ideal civil

 constitution to serve as the model or archetype that we gradually seek to
 approximate in reality. In the first Critique, Kant describes this ideal as "a

 constitution allowing the greatest possible freedom in accordance with that
 of all others."'2

 In any historical period, civil society is inadequate when judged by the

 standard of the ideal, and we are obligated to improve upon this state of
 affairs. In fact, it is inherent in the nature of an idea that nothing in experience

 "is ever to be met with that is coincident with it."'3 Though we may never be
 able perfectly to instantiate the ideal, we can gradually approximate the ideal
 ever more closely through our collective efforts over the course of history
 and are obligated to do so. In this sense, an ideal is analogous to a limit in
 calculus; we approach the ideal asymptotically.'4

 Our point of departure within Kant's overarching moral theory is the third
 formulation of the categorical imperative-the formula of universal law-giving.

 This formulation is intended by Kant to be the synthesis of the preceding two,
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 with the first formulation providing the form of the law and the second

 providing its matter. Alternatively, Kant describes the three formulations as

 a "progression here like that of the categories" unity, plurality, and totality,

 respectively, a discussion that recalls the first subdivision ("Of Quantity") of

 the Table of Categories in the first Critique. Now, it is easy to dismiss Kant's

 remarks on this point as nothing more than an instance of his obsessive

 concern with the architectonic of his theory, but doing so would be a

 mistake.'5 This progression makes it quite clear that the totality prescribed
 by Kant's theory is one of unified plurality and not the total unity of will

 found in Rousseau. By constructing totality in this manner, Kant is able to
 avoid the potentially totalitarian implications of Rousseau's politics.16

 Though Kant does not actually provide a proper rendering of the third

 formula, he does describe it as "the supreme condition of its harmony with

 universal practical reason, viz. the idea of the will of every rational being as

 making universal law."'7 Kant entitles this "the principle of autonomy of the
 will" and claims that it is "the supreme principle of morality." In accordance

 with this principle, we are to consider the will as "not only subject to the law

 but subject in such a way that it must be regarded as self-legislative and only
 for this reason as being subject to the law (of which it can regard itself as the

 author).""8
 According to Kant, the concept of autonomy of the will "leads to a very

 fruitful concept, namely, that of a realm of ends," which he defines as

 follows:

 By realm I understand the systematic union of different rational beings through common

 laws. Because laws determine ends with regards to their universal validity, if we abstract

 from the personal difference of rational beings and thus from all content of their private

 ends, we can think of a whole of all ends in systematic connection, a whole of rational

 beings as ends in themselves as well as of the particular ends which each may set for
 himself.19

 Ideal civil society represents one aspect or dimension of the realm of ends,

 its juridical aspect. In the realm of ends, all rational agents are united under

 common laws, and it is this union that is expressed by the social contract

 and is civil society. The social contract is concerned with the "common

 objective laws" that form the bonds of this "systematic union of rational

 beings" and govern our mutual relations. The concept of autonomy lies at the
 center of the social contract as these common laws are the product of a

 collective self-legislation in which each member "gives universal laws in

 it while also subject to these Laws" and is thus "subject to the will of no
 other." Participation in this legislative activity is an essential element in-
 volved with membership in the realm of ends, as it is a requirement of moral
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 autonomy. In the absence of such participation, one is reduced to a state of

 heteronomy, subject to laws that are not of one's own making.

 In their capacity as private persons, individuals are left free to pursue their

 own subjective ends within the framework of these common laws. This

 anticipates the division of the Metaphysics of Morals into two parts, the

 theory of justice, or right (Rechtslehre), and the theory of virtue (Tugendle-

 hre). The former discusses the external relations among agents (duties of

 justice), which are subject to collective self-legislation in accordance with

 the social contract, while the latter focuses on the ends that ought to be

 adopted by individual agents (duties of virtue), which cannot be subject to

 the legislative edicts of civil society because they are internal to the agent.

 III. JUSTICE AND RIGHTS

 According to Kant, the moral concept of justice is applicable under three

 conditions.20 First, it applies only to the external relations of moral agents,
 insofar as these agents mutually influence each other. Second, the concept of

 justice concerns the relation of one will to another. Finally, justice is not

 concerned with the intended ends of moral agents, which is the concern of

 the theory of virtue. Now, it is not clear that these conditions are actually

 distinct from one another. The difference between the first and second

 conditions is more a matter of expression than substance, for the relation of

 one will to another just is the external relation between those two wills. As
 for the third condition, it is merely negative and is actually a consequence of

 the first. Since the ends pursued by a moral agent are internal to that agent,

 they are not subject to external legislation and are not duties of justice.

 Taking all three conditions together, it is clear that Kant intends the
 concept of justice to cover the totality of external relationships and interac-

 tions among moral agents. We are to imagine a system of individual moral
 agents bound together in a state of dynamic community. In such a community,
 there are no relations of subordination; all members are coordinate with each
 other and coexist in a thoroughgoing reciprocity of mutual interaction. This

 system is analogous to the natural world.2' In the natural world, the interaction
 of material entities, the relations among which are similarly external, is
 determined by the relative forces of attraction and repulsion, forces that
 operate according to laws of nature.22 The moral world, however, is not
 subject to the conditions of space and time, since qua moral agents we are
 noumena. The laws governing this world are not physical but juridical, and
 the body of these laws is called "jurisprudence." Juridical laws prescribe how
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 interactions among moral agents ought to take place, not how they do occur,

 and are enforced by the use of coercion. In the ideal case, juridical laws are

 legislated collectively by the agents themselves.

 In section C of the introduction to the Rechtslehre, Kant sets forth what

 he calls the "universal law ofjustice" as the fundamental principle ofjuridical

 laws: "act externally in such a way that the free use of your will is compatible

 with the freedom of everyone according to a universal law."23 Kant claims

 that this law is a "postulate" of pure practical reason and is "not susceptible

 to further proof." Anyone who prevents me from acting in a manner consistent

 with this law does me an injustice.

 While the universal law ofjustice requires me to restrict my own freedom,

 it also permits me to restrict the freedom of others. Kant argues that the

 coercion employed in restricting the activities of others is compatible with
 freedom and that justice or right involves the authorization to use coercion.

 He bases this argument on the principle that anything that counteracts the

 hindrance of an effect is consistent with that effect and in fact serves to

 promote it. Any unjust action or condition is by definition a hindrance to
 freedom according to universal laws. Consequently, if a certain use of

 freedom is unjust, then the use of coercion to counteract or prevent it is

 just-that is to say, it is consistent with freedom according to universal laws.
 It follows from this last claim and the law of contradiction that "justice [a

 right] is united with the authorization to use coercion against anyone who
 violates justice."24

 I am authorized to use coercion against anyone who would act unjustly
 toward me, just as others are authorized to use coercion against me so as to

 prevent me from doing them an injustice. Thus, "strict justice can be repre-
 sented as the possibility of a general reciprocal use of coercion that is

 consistent with the freedom of everyone in accordance with universal laws."25
 We find, then, freedom and coercion combined in the same concept, that of

 justice or of a right: "the concept ofjustice (or of a right) can be held to consist
 immediately of the possibility of the conjunction of universal reciprocal

 coercion with the freedom of everyone."26
 The notion of a right embodies this duality. A right is not only the freedom

 to act in a certain way; it is also the authorization to use coercion to prevent

 someone from hindering me in the performance of that action. If I have the
 right to perform an action, then I am authorized to use coercion to prevent

 someone from hindering me in that action. The positive and negative con-
 ceptions of freedom are again indissolubly united, for my freedom to engage
 in a specific action always involves a corresponding freedom from external
 interference with the performance of that action. Thus, " 'right' (or 'justice')
 and the 'authorization to use coercion' mean the same thing."27
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 Just as law is divided into natural and positive, so rights are divided into

 innate and acquired. Innate rights belong to us by virtue of our nature as

 rational agents, whereas acquired rights are established by actual juridical

 acts. Positive law, then, serves to determine our acquired rights. Though there

 are many acquired rights, there is only one innate right: "Freedom (inde-

 pendence from the constraint of another's will), insofar as it is compatible

 with the freedom of everyone else in accordance with a universal law, is the

 sole and original right that belongs to every human being by virtue of his

 humanity."28 We are autonomous agents, and our autonomy ought to be

 respected insofar as it is consistent with the autonomy of all other moral

 agents. Acquired rights specify the actual terns of that autonomy in the social
 world. As we shall see in the next section, the most important acquired right

 is the right of property.

 IV PROPERTY

 Property is the locus of our interaction with other moral agents.29 To pursue

 our particular private ends, we must avail ourselves of external objects as
 means to those ends. In using these objects, we come into conflict with others

 wishing to use those same objects in the pursuit of their private ends. These

 conflicts must be resolved in a manner that respects the autonomy of the
 different moral agents involved, and such a resolution is possible only in civil
 society.

 According to Kant, an object is my property if its unauthorized use by
 another would constitute an injury to me: "An object is mine de jure if I am
 so bound to it that anyone else who uses it without my consent thereby injures

 me."30 If this object is external to me, then it is mine only if such use would
 constitute an injury even if the object were not in my possession. Now at first
 glance, this last claim appears to be contradictory, for it asserts that I can
 possess an object even when I do not possess it. To avoid this contradiction,
 Kant distinguishes between two types of possession: sensible or empirical;
 and intelligible or rational. Sensible possession of an object is detention,
 actual physical possession. Intelligible possession, however, is possession
 regardless of detention; it is pure de jure possession. Now, the term "external"
 has two different senses here. In the first sense, an object is external to me if
 it occupies another position in space and time. In the second sense, an object
 is external to me if and only if it is distinct from me-that is, the object and
 I are different entities. When "external" is used in the first sense, possession
 is sensible; when used in the second sense, possession is intelligible.
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 With intelligible possession, we abstract from the conditions of space and

 time. The nature of the concepts involved makes this abstraction both

 possible and necessary. We are concerned here with pure practical concepts,

 and such concepts allow reason to transcend the limits of sense experience

 and its forms, space and time, though they provide us with no speculative

 knowledge thereby. Further, since we are concerned with the interaction of

 moral agents, that is, noumena, our concepts must not be limited by the
 conditions of space and time. These concepts are independent of the material

 provided by intuition:

 The possibility of intelligible possession and hence also of what is externally yours or

 mine cannotbe intuited, but mustbe inferred from the postulate of practical reason. There

 is something especially noteworthy in that here practical reason proceeds without

 intuitions, not needing even a single a priori intuition, and extends itself by simply

 omitting empirical conditions, a procedure justified by the law of freedom.31

 Now, Kant provides two different formulations of this postulate of prac-

 tical reason. His first is as follows: "it is possible to have any and every

 external object of my will as my property."32 Later, he changes this formula-
 tion so that it reads: "It is a duty of justice to act toward others so that external

 objects (usable objects) can also become someone's [property]."33 It is on the
 latter formulation that he bases his deduction of the concept of intelligible

 possession. Since it is a duty to act according to this principle, it must be
 possible to do so. It can only be possible to do so if intelligible possession is

 possible. Thus, intelligible possession must be possible.

 My focus will be on the second formulation of the juridical postulate, since

 it is clearer and more easily connected to his claim that we have an obligation

 to enter into civil society. Though a postulate of practical reason is not

 supposed to be demonstrable as such, Kant does in fact provide ajustification

 for this postulate in section 2 of the first chapter on private law. Kant is

 concerned here with the question of right (quid juris), for which he must

 provide a "deduction" or proof.34 His approach here is similar to that which
 he employed in the Transcendental Deduction of the categories in the first

 Critique.35 Whereas in the latter he argued that the categories were necessary
 for self-consciousness and intelligible thought, in this section he argues that

 property is a necessary condition of morally acceptable action. This argument

 is central to Kant's political theory, for it is on the necessity of property that

 Kant builds his argument for the crucial claim that we are obligated to enter

 into civil society.

 Kant defines an object of the will as an external object that I have the

 power to use. This power or physical capacity to make use of an object must
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 be distinguished from the authority to make use of it, and it is the latter that

 characterizes property. An object of the will is our property when we have
 not only the power to make use of it but also the right or authority to do so.
 Without property rights, we would not have the right or authority to employ

 any external object for our own purposes, whatever they might be, and in the

 absence of such authority, any employment of an external object would be

 morally illegitimate. Thus, if property were prohibited, the will would be
 denying itself the use of any means for the achievement of its ends. But if
 one wills the end, then one wills the necessary means to that end. Now action
 is always purposive or ends oriented. Hence, to act, one must be authorized
 to use external objects as means to one's ends-that is to say, one must have

 the right to property. Of course, we have no choice but to act and in fact are
 commanded to perform certain actions by the moral law. Therefore, individu-

 als are authorized to acquire external objects as property and in doing so

 impose obligations on others to refrain from making use of those same objects
 without prior consent.

 In putting forth this argument, Kant has actually protected himself from

 Hegel's later criticism. Hegel argues that as a result of his formalism Kant
 must assume the existence of property in order to ground the question-

 begging inference that there is property.36 But it should be clear that Hegel is
 mistaken on this fundamental point, for as we have just seen, Kant does in
 fact demonstrate the practical necessity of property.

 Though he generally writes in terms of private property, there is nothing
 in Kant's conception of property that would limit it solely to this. Quite the
 contrary, Kant recognizes the possibility of communal property.37 Such
 property is characterized by a prohibition directed to all private individuals
 to refrain from appropriating it for themselves alone. As with private property,

 it is not held in common by nature but requires a juridical act or contract to
 acquire this status.

 V CIVIL SOCIETY

 We have finally arrived at the point where we can examine Kant's claim
 that we have an obligation to enter into civil society, his argument for which
 is quite simple. We have a duty to act so that external objects of the will can
 be someone's property. Property is possible only in civil society. Therefore,
 we have a duty to enter into civil society with each other. I have discussed
 the first premise in the preceding section and now turn to the second premise.
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 There are essentially two different views in the Rechtslehre regarding the
 relationship between civil society and property. In the first view, property is
 possible in the state of nature, but it is merely provisional. To guarantee the

 security of our provisional property, we enter into civil society. This is similar

 to Locke's argument for the necessity of civil society, the difference being
 that Locke holds that property in the state of nature is more than just
 provisional.

 According to this view, the right to property is based on the innate common

 possession of the earth, and the general will corresponding to this common

 possession that permits private possession. One acquires an object as property
 by being the first to possess it empirically, and this is possible in a state of
 nature. Since the general will permits the acquisition of private property,
 "taking possession ... is an act of private will without being an arbitrary

 usurpation."" Though property is possible in the state of nature, it is ex-
 tremely insecure as each individual is left to fend for him- or herself in

 defending his or her property. Since private individuals acting alone cannot
 guarantee the security of their property against threats by others, each
 individual must unite his or her will with the private wills of all other persons

 in order to create a public legislative authority with sufficient power to
 provide the requisite guarantees. Thus, one enters into civil society, retaining
 in the process everything that one possessed in the state of nature. The laws

 governing property relations in civil society are exactly the same as those

 laws in the state of nature. The only difference between civil society and a
 state of nature in this regard is that the laws of civil society are backed by a
 public lawful coercion-that is to say, "a civil constitution only provides the
 juridical condition under which each person's property is secured and guar-
 anteed to him, but it does not actually stipulate and determine what that
 property shall be."39 For this reason, we can say that "in the state of nature,

 there can be actual external property, but it is only provisional."40
 This view is clearly the dominant one in the Rechtslehre. But if this were

 all Kant were claiming, he would have made precious little advance over
 Locke and learned nothing from Rousseau, at best presenting a thoroughly
 secular version of Locke's theory of property and its relation to civil society.
 Fortunately, a second and stronger position is imbedded in the text. The
 heading of section 8 in the first chapter on private law states that "having
 external things as one's property is possible only in a juridical condition of
 society, under a public-legislative authority, that is, a civil society."41 In the
 very next section, however, Kant retreats from this position and adopts the
 view presented above. This move is quite typical of Kant's procedure in his
 political theory; Kant often sets forth a bold claim, only to weaken it in the
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 very next breath. The shift in doctrine from section 8 to section 9 substantially

 weakens Kant's theory and opens it to several objections.42
 First, Kant has mixed pure and empirical practical concepts in that he has

 made first empirical possession into the ground of intelligible possession.
 With intelligible possession, we are supposed to abstract from the conditions
 of space and time, yet a temporal condition, first possession, is supposed to
 be the ground of intelligible possession. Certainly, the concept of intelligible
 or de jure possession must "be applied to objects of experience, the knowl-
 edge of which depends on temporal and spatial conditions."43 But if first
 possession is to be the condition of application, then we are entitled to an
 argument establishing this claim, and Kant never provides us with one."

 Second, Kant claims that there is only one innate right, freedom. If law
 specifies our rights and natural law specifies our right to property, then it is
 difficult to see how Kant can square the claim that we have property rights
 (of which there would seem to be many) in a state of nature with the claim
 that we have only one innate right.

 But there is a more fundamental problem with this view. Our right to
 property is based on our innate common possession of the land and the
 corresponding general will permitting private possession. We have only one
 innate right, and any right to an external object is an acquired right based on

 positive law. Now, the acquisition of an external object is right only when it
 is in accordance with the general will. But the general will does not exist in
 a state of nature; rather, it is produced by the uniting of private wills together

 upon entrance into civil society. In a state of nature, we act according to our
 own private wills. We all have the right to follow our own individual
 judgment as to what is best, as there is simply no general, public standard to
 which we can appeal. Upon entrance into civil society, however, we unite our
 separate private wills into a general will capable of legislating for all. Outside
 of civil society, in a state of nature, this general will does not exist. As we
 shall see, Kant himself recognizes this point. Thus, the general will permitting
 private property does not exist in the state of nature, and any acquisition of
 property outside the legal framework of civil society is nothing but an
 arbitrary usurpation. In a state of nature, one may possess an object empiri-
 cally but not de jure, for de jure property requires the recognition of other
 moral agents that can only take place in civil society.

 In section 44 of the Rechtslehre, Kant argues that if provisional property
 were impossible, civil society would likewise be impossible. In doing so,
 Kant makes property the condition of the possibility of civil society, when in
 fact the converse is the case:
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 If it were held that no acquisition, not even provisional acquisition, is juridically valid
 before the establishment of a civil society, then civil society itself would be impossible.
 This follows from the fact that, as regards their form, the laws concerning property in a

 state of nature contain the same things that are prescribed by the laws in civil society
 insofar as they are considered merely as pure concepts of reason; the only difference is

 that, in the civil society, the conditions are given under which the [right of] acquisition

 can be exercised (in conformity with distributive legal justice). Accordingly, if there were

 not even provisional property in a state of nature, there would be no duties ofjustice with

 respect to them, and consequently, there would be no command to quit the state of
 nature.45

 If we examine this passage carefully, we can see the confusions and the

 contradictory elements involved in the doctrine of provisional property and
 its relation to civil society.

 Let us consider for a moment the argument that Kant puts forth here. The

 conclusion Kant wishes to draw allegedly "follows from the fact that, as
 regards their form, the laws concerning property in a state of nature contain

 the same things that are prescribed by the laws in civil society." Now, the
 form of a law simply is its universality-that is, its universality of application
 to moral agents as well as its universality as being legislated by those same

 agents. In fact, a law is universally applicable because it is universally
 legislated; it is because we have all given the law to ourselves that we are all
 bound by it. Now, this is just what the idea of the social contract expresses-
 that our external relations with each other ought to be governed by those laws
 to which we could all as rational agents agree. The laws that govern property,
 then, are to be determined in accordance with the social contract. Thus, rather
 than being the necessary precondition of civil society, property presupposes
 the social contract and the civil union it prescribes as an end in itself. As Kant
 himself states in "Theory and Practice," the union of individuals in civil
 society is the "primary duty in all external relationships whatsoever."

 Now, Kant's confusion on this point leads him to adopt a contradictory
 position. In the penultimate sentence of this passage, Kant asserts that the
 conditions for the acquisition of property are given in civil society, which is
 correct. But if this is the case, then clearly there can be no property in a state
 of nature, since the conditions for its acquisition are not present. The primary
 condition for the acquisition of property is of course the general will. Given
 the absence of the conditions required for legitimate appropriation, provi-
 sional property can be nothing more than usurpation.

 We are left, then, with Kant's initial claim that property is only possible
 in civil society. This is a much stronger position, and there are sufficient
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 materials available in the text to sustain an interpretation along these lines.

 For example, in section 8 of the first chapter on Private Law, Kant writes:

 Now, with respect to an external and contingent possession, a unilateral Will cannot serve

 as a coercive law for everyone, since that would be a violation of freedom in accordance

 with universal laws. Therefore, only a Will binding everyone else-that is, a collective,

 universal (common), and powerful Will-is the kind of Will that can provide the

 guarantee required. The condition of being subject to general external (that is, public)

 legislation that is backed by power is the civil society. Accordingly, a thing can only be

 externally yours or mine only in civil society.46

 This passage is especially important for my reading of Kant and as such bears

 careful examination. We see here a subtle shift in Kant's position. In the first

 sentence, Kant takes the strong, and I think correct, position, by arguing that

 a unilateral private will cannot legitimately claim any external object as its

 property, even one in its physical possession. He then weakens this stance by

 maintaining that a general will provides only the security for property that is

 lacking in the state of nature. Finally, Kant reverts to his original strong

 position and draws the correct conclusion that property is only possible in

 civil society. Let us now examine that inference.

 When I appropriate something as my own, I impose an obligation on

 others to forbear from using it without my authorization. Similarly, I am
 reciprocally bound to respect the property of all others. Thus, when I declare

 that some object is my property, I am in effect legislating for all moral agents;
 I am binding them to an obligation through an act of my will. But the

 legislation of a unilateral private will cannot produce the universality re-
 quired, for this would violate the autonomy of all other moral agents. I cannot

 legislate for others without making them dependent on my will, thereby

 destroying their autonomy and placing them in a condition of heteronomy.

 Only a general, collective will can provide the necessary universality, while
 at the same time preserving the autonomy of all moral agents involved. Now,

 only through the establishment of civil society can the required union of
 private wills into a general will be effected. Disputes over property, then, are
 resolved by appeal to the laws promulgated by this general will. In this way,
 no moral agent is able to impose his or her private will on any other moral
 agent. Therefore, while detention or physical possession is possible in the

 state of nature, property is only possible in civil society.
 Since all moral agents participate in the general will, when one submits

 oneself to the general will, one is obeying only those laws that one has
 legislated for oneself. These laws are universal, not only because they apply
 universally but also because they can command universal agreement. That
 is, all agents, insofar as they are rational, could agree to be bound by such
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 laws. Further, since everyone legislates for everyone, there is no possibility

 of injustice as would exist if one person were to legislate for another, for no
 individual qua perfectly rational agent can do him- or herself an injustice.
 Those laws, then, that can command the unanimous agreement of moral
 agents are just and specify those external duties that we have toward other

 individuals-that is, our duties of justice. Civil society, then, guarantees the

 security of one's property but also determines what that property shall be and
 how it may be acquired.

 Vl. CONCLUSION

 In his politics, Kant is grappling with the fundamental question of how
 individuals can live together in community with each other and yet remain

 autonomous. The idea of the social contract provides the answer to this
 question by displaying in ideal terms the conditions under which this is

 possible. But just as the categories of the understanding are conditionally a
 priori, this idea is conditional in character. The idea of the social contract

 applies only under the condition that persons must inevitably come into
 contact with one another, and this is a contingent fact. Given that we find
 ourselves interacting with each other, the social contract determines the

 conditions and laws that ought to govern this interaction.

 Though its applicability is dependent upon a contingent fact, the validity
 of the idea is still independent of the empirical character of the individuals
 involved, for as an idea it applies to rational agents as such. "Even if we

 imagine men to be ever so good natured and righteous before a public lawful

 state of society is established," we are still obligated to enter into a civil union
 governed by the social contract.47 For this reason, interpretations of the
 Kantian social contract that emphasize its instrumental character are mislead-
 ing.48 It is true that at times Kant writes as if this obligation depended on the

 specific nature of the human beings,49 but in doing so, Kant ignores the ideal
 character of the social contract.

 Kant rejects anarchy as the appropriate condition for moral agents, for true
 autonomy can never be exercised in such a condition. In the state of anarchy,
 which just is the state of nature, each person "will have his own right to do

 what seems just and good to him, entirely independently of the opinion of

 others."50 Hence each individual would be subject, at least potentially, to the
 will of any other individual possessing superior power and thus be placed in
 condition of heteronomy vis-'a-vis that individual. True autonomy as regards
 external relations among moral agents is collective in nature. Through
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 collective self-legislation, we determine the rights of individual moral agents

 within society, most importantly their property rights. Since this activity can

 only be carried out in civil society, we are obligated to enter into civil society.

 Outside of civil society, there can be no juridical legislation compatible with

 the autonomy of moral agents.

 NOTES

 1. Immanuel Kant, "On the Common Saying: 'This May Be True in Theory, but It Does
 Not Apply in Practice,'" in Kant's Political Writings, ed. Hans Reiss, trans. H. B. Nisbet
 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1970), 73. Kant uses the term "social contract"
 in this passage to apply to all contracts, but I will use it in such a manner as to preserve its
 traditional meaning in political theory.

 2. Kant, "On the Common Saying," 73.

 3. Immanuel Kant, Philosophical Correspondence, 1759-99, ed. and trans. Arnulf Zweig

 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), 132.

 4. Rousseau, The Social Contract, trans. Maurice Cranston (Harmondsworth: Penguin,

 1968), 60. For the classic account of Rousseau's influence on Kant, see Ernst Cassirer, Rousseau
 Kant Goethe (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1947). Cassirer provides a neo-Kantian

 interpretation of Rousseau in his The Question ofJean-Jacques Rousseau (Bloomington: Indiana
 University Press, 1967). Cassirer argues that Kant, almost alone among eighteenth-century
 thinkers, understood Rousseau's real position and significance. Unfortunately, he interprets

 Rousseau's writings so much in the light of Kantian theory that one begins to wonder what the

 real differences between the two are and whether Kant made any significant contribution to
 ethical theory other than elaborating and systematizing Rousseau's insights. For a more recent
 interpretation of Rousseau's general influence on Kant, see Richard Veildey, Freedom and the
 End of Reason (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989).

 5. Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysical Elements of Justice, trans. John Ladd (Indianapolis,
 IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), 26. Hereafter cited as Justice.

 6. For a provocative discussion of this problem, see Robert Paul Wolff, In Defense of
 Anarchism (New York: Harper & Row, 1973). Professor Wolff argues that the problem is
 insoluble and that the only condition in which persons can retain their autonomy is anarchy.
 Professor Wolff draws this conclusion because he fails to appreciate the collective dimension of
 Kant's conception of autonomy, and thus his construal of the notion of autonomy is excessively
 individualistic; to put this point into Kant's terms, he conceives of autonomy "distributively"
 rather than "collectively." Kant is deeply concerned in his political theory with avoiding the
 pitfalls of a one-sided emphasis on either the individual or the collective. This concern is manifest

 in his conception of a community of rational agents (the realm of ends) as a totality, a synthesis

 of the concepts of unity and plurality. For an important interpretation of Kant that emphasizes
 the central role the concept of totality plays throughout both the precritical and the critical corpus,

 see Lucien Goldmann, Kant, trans. Robert Black (London: New Left Books, 1971).
 7. Kant, Justice, 76.
 8. Ibid., 80-1.

 9. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, trans. Lewis White Beck (Indianapolis,
 IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 1956), 16.
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 10. Ibid., 45.

 11. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith (New York:

 St. Martin's, 1965), 485.

 12. Ibid., 312.

 13. Ibid., 310.

 14. At this point, the ideal character of Kant's solution to Rousseau's fundamental problem

 should be clear. Autonomy and authority are reconciled by the idea of the social contract. A

 further argument is needed to extend and apply this solution to existing civil societies, and I shall

 not discuss that problem in this essay, except to note its existence.

 15. Kant's remarks warn us not to interpret his theory in a one-sided manner. This is the trap

 both Hegel and Mill fell into by focusing exclusively on the first formulation of the categorical

 imperative to the exclusion of later formulations and the teleological component of Kant's theory.

 More recently, Patrick Riley has fallen into this same error, only from the other side. Riley's

 teleological interpretation of Kant's ethics and politics ignores the formal elements of the theory,

 most important, the requirement that the object of the law be derived from the law itself. See

 Patrick Riley, Kant's Political Philosophy (Totawa, NJ: Rowman Allanheld, 1983).

 16. For a discussion of this point, see Harry van der Linden, Kantian Ethics and Socialism

 (Indianapolis, N: Hackett, 1988), 33-4.

 17. Immanuel Kant, Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, trans. Lewis White Beck

 (Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill, 1980), 49.

 18. Ibid., 49.

 19. Ibid., 51.

 20. Kant, Justice, 34. The German word Recht can be translated into English using either

 "law," "justice," or "right," depending on the context. The difference lies in whether Kant is

 concerned with the whole (as the whole corpus of law or the totality of external relationships)

 and the principles that ought to govern it (in which case "law" or "justice," respectively, would

 be appropriate) or whether we are concerned with something particular (as, for example, the
 specific rights of individuals). For the most, I chosen to follow Ladd's translation here, for it

 seems to me to be quite satisfactory. For a discussion of these points, see Ladd's "Translator's

 Introduction," xv-xviii.

 21. Kant, Justice, 37.

 22. For an interesting discussion of this analogy, see Hans Saner, Kant's Political Thought:

 Its Origins and Development, trans. E. B. Ashton (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973).

 Saner argues that this is one of three themes or forms of thought that has its origin in Kant's

 precritical period and runs throughout his mature critical philosophy.

 23. Kant, Justice, 35.

 24. Ibid., 36.

 25. Ibid., 36.

 26. Ibid., 36.

 27. Ibid., 37.

 28. Ibid., 43-4.

 29. For useful discussions of Kant's theory of property, see Susan Meld Shell, The Rights of

 Reason (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980),127-52; Howard Williams, Kant's Political

 Philosophy (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1983), 77-96; and Mary Gregor, "Kant's Theory of
 Property," Review of Metaphysics 41 (1988): 757-87.

 30. Kant, Justice, 51.

 31. Ibid., 64.

 32. Ibid., 52.
 33. Ibid., 60.
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 34. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 120.

 35. See Shell, The Rights of Reason, 185.

 36. "If the specification of property in general be posited, then we can construct the

 tautological statement: property is property and nothing else. And this tautological production is

 the legislation of this practical reason; property, if property is, must be property. But if we posit

 the opposite thing, negation of property, then the legislation of this same practical Reason

 produces the tautology: non-property is non-property. If property is not to be, then whatever

 claims to be property must be cancelled. But the aim is precisely to prove that property must be;

 the sole thing at issue is what lies outside the capacity of this practical legislation of pure reason,

 namely to decide which of the opposed specific things must be lawful. But pure reason demands

 that this shall have been done beforehand, and that one of the opposed specific things shall be

 presupposed, and only then can pure reason perform its now superfluous legislating" (Hegel,

 Natural Law, trans. T. M. Knox [Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1975], 78).

 37. Kant, Justice, 58. This is a point that is sometimes missed in criticisms of Kant. For an

 example of this, see Seyla Benhabib, "In the Shadow of Hegel," in Henneneutics and Critical

 Theory in Ethics and Politics, ed. Michael Kelly (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991).

 38. Kant, Justice, 57.

 39. Ibid., 65.

 40. Ibid., 65.

 41. Ibid., 64.

 42. In general, commentators on Kant's politics accept the weaker doctrine of provisional

 property without criticism. Even Mary Gregor, whose approach is in many ways similar to my

 own, commits this error. See Mary Gregor, The Laws of Freedom (Oxford: Oxford University

 Press, 1963), 50-63. For two recent examples of this, see Leslie Mulholland, Kant's System of

 Rights (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990); and Kenneth Baynes, The No7native

 Grounds of Social Criticism: Kant, Rawls, and Habermas (Albany: State University of New

 York Press, 1992). Mulholland attempts to distinguish between peremptory property in a state

 of nature and real property in civil society, while Baynes deploys Kant's notion of a lexpernissiva

 that is designed retroactively to legitimate what is impermissible.

 43. Kant, Justice, 61.

 44. If we accept that provisional property is possible in the state of nature, then in this respect,

 Kant did not even advance as far as Locke. Locke at least provides a justification of private
 appropriation prior to civil society based on the application of one's labor to nature.

 45. Kant, Justice, 77.

 46. Ibid., 65.

 47. Ibid., 76.

 48. Riley, Kant's Political Philosophy. Riley's teleological interpretation of Kant's politics
 emphasizes the purely instrumental character of civil society as regards the status of persons as

 ends in themselves. Civil society serves to realize legally certain moral ends and provides a
 context for the flourishing of a good will on the part of individuals by removing impediments to

 its development. While it is certainly true that civil society does further the development of a
 good will on the part of its members, the civil union generated by the social contract is not just

 a means to that end but an end in itself. Civil society is not established simply to secure some
 given rights or ends but to establish what those rights are in the first place. As an idea, it plays

 a constitutive role in the determination of our obligations toward other persons and in defining

 an end to be attained. Civil society represents the juridical dimension of the realm of ends, and
 the self-legislative activity of citizens in that context just is the exercise of a collective autonomy

 that constitutes "the systematic union of rational beings through common laws."
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 49. "Because he can quite adequately observe within himself the inclination of mankind in

 general to play the master over others (that is, man's inclination not to respect the rights of others

 when he feels superior to them in might or clevemess), it is unnecessary to wait for actual

 hostilities. A man is authorized to use coercion against anyone who by his very nature threatens

 him" (Kant, Justice, 71-2). Here, Kant depicts human beings in a fashion quite similar to that of
 Hobbes, with the result that the state of nature is a state of war even when there are no actual

 hostilities.

 50. Ibid., 76.

 Kevin E. Dodson is an assistantprofessorofphilosophyatLamar University. His primary

 interest is in the philosophy of Kant, and he has published several articles and reviews

 on that topic. He is currently working on a study ofKant'political theory entitled "Kant's

 Theory of the Social Contract. " He also recently published Ways of Knowing: Selected

 Readings (2d ed.).
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